Print this return authorization and include a copy in your return package

Date:  
RMA:  
Quantity:  
SN/MAC:  

Print this mailing label and affix to your package

* This return label is only for this return authorization and may not be used to return any other units/parts.
Cut or fold label along this line and affix to outside of package.

FROM:  


RMA#: 


C K Lojistik Tasimacilik Ic ve Dis Ticaret LTD.STIA  
Attn: Check Point Def  
d Ikitelli OSB mah  
Bagcilar Gungoren San.Sitesi  
Istanbul  
Basaksehir  
34490  
Turkey

Additional Instructions for Mailing Your Package

1. Print this page.
2. Cut out the return label.
3. Write your return address in the upper-left corner of the label after “FROM.”
4. Write your RMA number after “RMA#.”
5. Securely pack the items to be returned in a box.
6. Affix the label squarely to the address side of the package, covering any previous delivery addresses and barcodes without overlapping onto adjacent sides.